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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a study of periodic solutions of Hamiltonian systems, Weinstein [l] 
considered Hamiltonians of the form H( p, q) = K( p, q) + V(q). Here the 
potential energy I/ satisfies 
(V,) 9~ (qE R”I V(q)< l} is diffeomorphic to F, the closed unit 
ball in R”, and V,(q) # 0 on 89 
while the kinetic energy satisfies 
(K, ) K(0, q) = 0, K is even and strictly convex in p for fixed q, and 
Nclp, 4) -+ 00 as Ial -+ cc uniformly for p~5’“-’ and qE9. 
Solutions of the corresponding Hamiltonian system: 
U-IS) b= -H&P> qh 4 = Hp(P, 417 
for which there exists a T> 0 and Q,, Q2 E 89 such that p(O) = 0 = p(T) 
and q(0) = Q 1, q(T) = Q, were called brake orbits by Weinstein. Due to the 
evenness of K in p, by extending q as an even function and p as an odd 
function about 0 and T, the resulting functions (P, Q) satisfy (HS) and are 
2T periodic. Thus brake orbits are special kinds of periodic solutions of 
WS). 
In [ 1 ] Weinstein proved 
THEOREM 1.1. If K, VEC* and satisfy (V,) and (K,), then (HS) 
possesses a brake orbit on HP ‘( 1). 
Theorem 1.1 generalizes an earlier result of Seifert [2] for 
K(p, q) = Cyj= i a&q) pipj with the matrix (au(q)) uniformly positive 
define in 9. Motivated by Cl], it was proved in [3] that: 
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THEOREM 1.2. If K, VE C2, V satisfies (Vi ), and K satisfies 
(K2) K(O, q) =Q p. K,(P, q) >O if P #O, and K(~P, q) -+ CC as 
~u~-+oo unzformlyforpES”-‘andqE9, 
then (HS) possesses a periodic solution on HP’( 1). 
Theorem 1.2 drops the evenness assumption of Theorem 1.1 and replaces 
the convexity condition by the milder restriction that p * K, > 0 if p # 0. The 
price paid for this added generality is that Theorem 1.2 asserts the existence 
of a periodic solution rather than a brake orbit. A natural question to pose 
is whether (HS) possesses a brake orbit if in Theorem 1.2, K is also 
assumed to be even in p. Our main goal here is to resolve this question and 
show: 
THEOREM 1.3. Zf K, VE C2, I/ satisfies (V,), K satisfies (K,) and is euen 
in p, then (HS) possesses a brake orbit on H- ‘( 1). 
The existence approach taken in [3] was to reduce the solution of (HS) 
to that of finding a critical point of a corresponding functional. This latter 
problem was solved by a finite dimensional approximation argument 
together with appropriate estimates which permitted passage to a limit. In 
finding a critical point of the finite dimensional problem, a key role was 
played by an S’ symmetry which the functional possesses. In trying to 
prove Theorem 1.3, a natural approach is to work in a class of functions in 
which p and q have the desired form. However, by doing so, the functional 
losses the S’ symmetry and the corresponding existence mechanism used in 
proving Theorem 1.2 breaks down. Thus the main difficulty here is to find a 
new approach to the existence question which overcomes the loss of sym- 
metry. This is provided by some minimax ideas used in a recent paper [4]. 
In Section 2, the variational problem which yields Theorem 1.3 will be 
formulated and the finite dimensional approximation carried out. Aside 
from the new existence mechanism, several of the steps and details here are 
quite close to those of [3]. Therefore we will be sketchy at times and refer 
to [3] as appropriate. 
2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
In Theorem 2.1 of [3], a canonical transformation is made which con- 
verts the potential well, 9, given by (V,) to the closed unit ball B,. Obser- 
ving that the transformed Hamiltonian still satisfies (K,) with 9 replaced 
by B, and is even in p, Theorem 1.3 reduces to proving: 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let H = K + V where K, V E C’ and satisfy 
(Vi) {qER”IO< V< l} =B,, V= 1 and V&q)20 on all,, 
(K;) K(O,q)=O, K is euen in p, p.K,(p,q)>O if p#O, and 
K(ap,q)+oo as IaI+cc uniformZyforp~S”-‘andqEB,. 
Then (HS) possesses a brake orbit on HP ‘(I). 
Set JZ = H- ‘(1). Hypothesis (V;) and (K;) imply &! is a compact C’ 
manifold in R”’ which bounds a neighborhood of 0 in R’“. Let z = (p, q). 
When convenient we write H(p, q) = H(z). A standard lemma (see. e.g., 
[l] or [3] for HE C2 or [S] for the C’ case) states that if B is a new 
Hamiltonian such that I?’ (1) = & and Rz # 0 on J?, any solution of 
w-1 
on M is a reparametrization of a solution of (HS) on 4. Thus if there is an 
I? for which (2.2) has a brake orbit on A, we easily get a brake orbit for 
(HS) on M. A particular such li is constructed in [3] and will also be 
employed here. For the convenience of the reader, we recall its construc- 
tion. 
By (V’,), there are constants 6, a > 0 such that 
for 141 E [l - 26, 1+ 263 and there is a constant p = p(S) >O such that if 
V(q) > 1 - p and )ql 6 1 + 26, then )q] > 1 - 6. Since K(0, q) = 0, there is a 
constant p,(S) such that K( p, q) <p/2 if I pJ < pL1 and 14) < 1 + 26. Since &? 
is compact, there is a constant M, > 0 such that &Y c II,,,,,. Using (K!) 
it can further be assumed without loss of generality that 
min(K(p, q), IpI’)> 1 if Jp( >M, and 14) d 1. 
Now for a, b E R and a < b, let x(s; a, b) 2 1 if s < a; = 0 if s 2 6; and 
dx/ds < 0 if s E (a, b). Four such cut-off functions will be used: 
x2(4) = x(lsl; 1 - 26, 1 + 261, 
x3(q) = x(lsl; 1, 1 + 619 
X4(P) = x(1 PIi M, + 1, M, + 2). 
Now the new Hamiltonian i? is defined via 
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where 
rt(P> 4) = Xl(P) x*(q) V(q) + (1 -x*(q)) x3(q) V(q) + Pl(l -x3(q)) 141* 
and 
RPP, 4) =x4(P) x3(q) WP, q)+p*(l -X4(P))lP12. 
The constants p, and pz are chosen large enough such that the following 
result holds: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. i? possesses the following properties: 
(E,) R-‘(1) = Jz. 
(8,) g H is even in p, so is g. 
(A,) p-np(p, q)>Ofor allp, 4. 
(H4) q. R,(O, q) 2 0 with strict inequality if [q( > 1 - 6. 
(R,) There are constants a,, a2 >O such that R(z) 3 a, Iz(* - azfor all 
z E R’“. 
Proof: See Lemmas 2.14 and 2.17 of [S]. 
The above remarks justify proving Theorem 2.1 with H replaced by R. 
By making the change of time scale t--f ZtT-’ r A-‘t where T is the 
unknown half period, T becomes 7~ and (2.2) can be replaced by 
Jj= -AR 4’ (i=/?R P’ (2.4) 
Thus we seek A > 0, p odd about 0 and rc, and q even about 0 and 7c such 
that (p(t), q(t)) lies on H-‘(l) and satisfies (2.4). As in [3], it is con- 
venient to make one further technical modification of (2.4). For E > 0, set 
R,(z) = R(z) + E ) p( *. 
Then 
Our strategy is to find a solution of the desired type for 
p= -AR =7’ tj=AR &P 




X= (z= (p, q)E W2(S1, R’“)Jp is odd and q is even about 0 and rr}. 
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Y(Z) 5 k j-2n R,(z) dt 
0 
and 
A(z) = lZn p .cj dt. 
0 
We will find a critical point of A on 
SE {ZEXI Y(z)= 1) 
and show that this provides a solution of (2.6) on H;‘( 1)). Technical 
problems make it difficult to treat Al, directly. Therefore a finite dimen- 
sional approximation argument will be used. 
Let e, ,..., ezn denote the usual basis in R”’ and set 
Prspan{e,In+ 16kG2n) 
X,+ ~span{q~~=(sinjt)e,-(cosjt)e,+.l 1 dk<n, 1 <j<m} 
X;~span{IC/j~=(sinjt)ek+(cosjt)e,+,,~1<kk~n,1<j<m}. 
It is easily checked that for fixed m, these subspaces of X are mutually 
orthogonal in L2(S1, R2n). Let X,=X,@ X,+ 0 Xi. For z=z”+ 
z+z- E x,, a computation shows 
A(z)=A(z+)+A(z-) 
A(z+ ) >, R llz + II 2w~,w~s~,R~.~ (2.7) 
A(z- ) 6 --7c Ilzl12~l,*,.2~sl,~2~,, 
where, e.g., if zEX, and z=Cajk(pjk, llzl12=C ja$. Let S,rSnX,. 
LEMMA 2.8. There is a constant o,,, >O such that for each Jai <a,,,, 
{z E X,,, I G(z) = 1 + a} (and in particular S,) is a compact C’ manifold in 
X,,, which bounds a neighborhood of 0. 
Proof. This follows from (2.5), (A,), (R,), and a slight modification of 
the proof of Lemma 3.2 of [3]. 
If A and $ are extended to IV’,‘(S’, R*‘), they are invariant under the 
set of translations g,(z) = z(t + 6) for (3~ R, i.e., A( gOz) = A(z), 
Y( g,(z)) = Y(z) for all such 8 and z. This fact allows the use of an index 
theory for S’ actions which plays a key role in proving Theorem 1.2. 
Unfortunately X is not invariant under {g,} and to make up for this loss 
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of symmetry, a version of a minimax argument used in [4] will be 
employed. Towards this end, some comparison constants and sets must be 
introduced. Let 
a,= inf A(z). 
:Es,nx; 
Set 
where q = cpI1 and let 
Pm- sup A(z). iE W,nS, 
LEMMA 2.9. 0 < a,,, < fl,,, < co. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.8, for rrn sufficiently small, the 
inside S,. Hence (2.7) shows 
ball B,,,, in X, lies 




(h,) h=id if IY(z)- l( >/f or if A(z)$ [O,j?,+ l] 
(h,) h: S, + S, 
(h3) h is 1- 1. 
Clearly r,,, # 4 since id E r,,,. 
A critical value of A 1 sm can now be defined. Let 
c, = inf max A(h(z)). 
/zczr, ZE wmnsm (2.10) 
Since id E r,,,, c, < /3, < co. To prove that c, is indeed a critical value of 
Al,, two preliminary results are needed. The first is a crucial intersection 
theorem. 
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PROPOSJTION 2.11. Ifh~r,, h(W,nS,)nX,+ ~4. 
Proof: Let h~f,. Note that A GO on x”@X; and therefore by (h,), 
h = id on this set. By @IIs), 
w)B~,llzllt2-~4 (2.12) 
SO Y(z) -+ cc as z -+ 00. Hence by (2.12), there is an R, > 1 such that for z 
outside the L2 ball BRm in X,, Y(z) > 1. Therefore by (h, ) h = id on this set. 
Let 
We will find z, E Qm n S, such that 
Nz,) E x,t (2.13) 
thereby establishing the proposition. Let PO, P,’ , P; denote, respectively, 
the (L’) orthogonal projectors of X, onto x0, X,+ , A’,-. Satisfying (2.13) 
for 2, E S, is equivalent to 
(i) Y(z,)= 1 
(ii) (PO + Pi) h(z,) = 0. 
(2.14) 
If ZE Q,,,, z=y+rq=(y,r), whereyEXO@X,-. Let 
~(Y,r)~((P,+P,)h(y+rcp), YV(y+rcp)). 
Identifying W,,, with R(“t’)m x R and Q, with a subset thereof, 
@:Qm+R(“fl)m x R. Consider the Brouwer degree of Q, with respect to 
the bounded open set Qm and the point (0, 1). This degree will be denoted 
by d(@, Q,, (0, 1)). It is defined provided that @ # (0, 1) on JQ,. But if 
( y, r) E 8Q,, either r = 0 in which case ,4(y) < 0, h(y) = y, and @( y, 0) = 
(y, Y(y))#(O, l), or )ly+rcpll,2=R, so that h(y+rcp)=y+rcp by the 
choice of R, and @(y, r)=(y, Y(y+rcp)) with Y(y+rcp)> 1. Thus 
d( @, Qm, 0) is defined. 
We claim @ is homotopic to the identity map on aQ,, the homotopy 
avoiding (0, 1). Then 
d(@, Q,, (0, 1)) = W, Qm, (0, 1)) = 1 (2.15) 
since R, > 1 and therefore (0, 1) E Qm. To verify the claim, observe that the 
argument showing that d(@, Q,, (0, 1)) is defined implies 
@(y, r) = ( y, Y( y + rep)) for ( y, r) E 8Q,. Thus we only need construct an 
appropriate homotopy of Y( y + rep) to r on &2,. For 0 E [0, 11, let 
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If oB( y, r) = (0, 1) on aQ,, then y = 0. Therefore r = 0 or r = R,. But if 
r = 0, @e(O, 0) = (0, 0) z (0, 1) while if r=R,, @SC-A R,) = 
(0, W(R,, rp) + (1 - 0) R,) # (0, 1) since Y(R,cp), R, > 1. Thus (2.15) 
holds and by the properties of Brouwer degree, there exists a Z,E Q, 
satisfying (2.14). Finally since h(z,) E S,, (h,) - (h,) imply z, E S, and the 
proposition is proved. 
COROLLARY 2.16. c,2a,. 
Proof. If h E Zm, by Proposition 2.11 
max A(h(z)) B inf A(w)=a,. 
ZE w,ns* W’EX; 
Since (2.17) holds for all h E Z,,,, c, 3 IX,. 
Next a version of a standard Deformation Theorem is required. 
(2.17) 
PROPOSITION 2.18. Zf c,,, is not a critical value of A ( s,,,, there is an r > 0 
and?~C([O,l]xX,,X,)~~ch that 
(1) q(s, *) is a homeomorphism of A’, onto X, for each s E [O, 11. 
(2) q(1, z)=z ifA(z)E [0,/I,+ l] or iflY( 11 a$. 
(3) ~(s, .): S, -+ S,for each SE [0, 11. 
(4) Letting 6X0 = (x E S, ) A(x) 6 a}, 
?(L a,+r)~acm-r. 
ProoJ: This result is essentially in the literature (see, e.g., [6-81) so we 
will be rather sketchy. Suppose first that RE C2. Then rl is determined as 
the solution of an ordinary differential equation in X, of the form: 
4 -& = -4?)[A’(rl) - 4rl) Y’(v)1 
1K4 z) = z, 
(2.19) 
where 
4tl) = A’(?). WV) II Wrl)ll -2. 
In (2.19), o is a locally Lipschitz continuous function satisfying 
0 < co(*) < 1, ~(3) = 0 outside of a small neighborhood of S,, o(.) = 0 if 
A(z) I$ [0, /I,,, + 11, and o is such that the right-hand side of (2.19) is < 1 in 
norm. In the construction of w, use is made of the fact that c, E [a,,,, /I,] 
with ~1, > 0 as has been verified above. Now since Y’ # 0 near S,,, (via the 
proof of Lemma 3.3 of [3]), the right-hand side of (2.19) is well defined 
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and locally Lipschitz continuous. Therefore ( 1 )-( 3) of Proposition 2.18 
follow immediately from our above remarks. Finally (4) is a consequence 
of a standard argument [7,8]. 
If R is merely C’, V(q) =A’(q)--1(q) V(q) must be replaced by a 
corresponding pseudo-gradient vector field for V on a neighborhood of S, 
which is tangential to S,. Then the result follows essentially as in the C2 
case. See [7, 81. 
These preliminaries now yield 
PROPOSITION 2.20. c,,, is a critical value of Al,. 
Proof If not, let r and q be as given by Proposition 2.18. Choose h E f, 
such that 
max A(h(z))<c,+r. zcS,n w, 
(2.21) 
By (2.21) and (3) (4) of Proposition 2.18, 
(2.22) 
But (1 k(3) of Proposition 2.18 q( 1, h) E f,. Thus (2.22) contradicts (2.10). 
Remark 2.23. If z, is a critical point of A ( s, corresponding to cm, then 
A, = n(z,) is positive. Indeed since 
(A’(z,) - /lY(z,))[ = 0 




c, = pm.(imdt=l 2n m s pm. &(z,) dt. 0 0 
(2.25) 
Since c, > 0, (2.5) and (2.25) imply d, > 0. 
The idea now is to let m + 00 and show that (A,, z,) converge along a 
subsequence to (2, z) satisfying (2.6). Some estimates are required to carry 
this out. 
PROPOSITION 2.26. There are constants 0 <g < C < co such that 
G<Cc,<F (2.27) 
for all m E N. 
Assuming Proposition 2.26 for now, the proof of Lemma 3.22 of 
[3]-slightly modified since c,, A,,, > 0 here while c,, I, < 0 in 
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[ 3]-shows there are constants 0 < y < 7 < cc and independent of m such 
that 
y4dY (2.28) 
for all rnE N. Moreover Lemma 3.32 of [3] then proves the sequence (z,) 
is bounded in W1,2(S’, R2”). Hence, along a subsequence, 1, converges to 
Iz>O and z, converges weakly in lV’~2(S’, R2n) and strongly in C(S’, R2”) 
to z E W’,2(S’, R”‘) satisfying 
(A’(z) - AY(z))[ = 0 (2.29) 
for all [E X. Setting [ = (u, u), Eq. (2.29) is equivalent to 
s ,2’ {(P.~)+(Q.~)-;~C(~~~(Z).U)+(AE~(Z).U)I)~~ 
= I [((-/HR7,,(z)).u)+((4-~&(z))~u)] dt=O (2.30) 
for all (u, u) c X. Since p and q are continuous, (HJp, q), H,( p, q)) E Y, the 
closure of X in L2(S’, R2”). It then follows from (2.30) that z = (p, q) 
satisfies (2.6) and ZE C’(S’, R2n). Since (2.6) is a Hamiltonian system, 
A,(z) z constant. Hence z E S implies z lies on H, ‘( 1). 
Proof of Proposition 2.26. By a remark following (2.10) and 
Corollary 2.16, tl, < c, < /3,. If tl, -+ 0 as m -+ cc along some subsequence, 
there is a corresponding sequence (w,) such that W, E XG n S, and 
A(w,) 40. Therefore by (2.7), W, 40 in IJV’~~(S’, R2”) and a fortiori in 
L’(S’, R2”). Since Re(z) grows at a quadratic rate for large z, Y is con- 
tinuous on L2(S1, R’“) and 
Y’(w,) -+A jZn R,(O) dt = 0. 
0 
But Y(v(w,) = 1 for all m so ~1, must be bounded away from 0 and there is a 
positive _c as desired. 
Next to show that (/I,) is bounded away from infinity, recall that 
Bm= SUP A(z). 
IE W,nS, 
Let WzP@span{cpj@XP. Since W,,,c Wand S,cS, 
fi,< sup A(z)=F. 
iE Wm.5 
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Thus it suffices to prove that E < co. But if z E W, z = z” + p(z)q + z - and 
A(z) = p’(z) A(q) + ‘4(z-) 6 7cp2(z). (2.27) 
By (II,), if ZE WnS, 
or 
1 +a, 
P(Z)’ < -. 
a1 
(2.28) 
Combining (2.27) and (2.28) yields 
and the proof is complete. 
Remark 2.29. As examination of the above argument shows that c, L; 
can be chosen independently of E. Therefore _c d c, = A(z,) < c where z, is a 
solution of (2.6) obtained via the finite dimensional approximation 
argument. 
Completion of the Proof of Theorem 2.1, We must show (2.4) has a 
solution of the desired type. Such solutions (A,, zE) have already been 
obtained for (2.6). It suffices to prove that (A,} is bounded away from 0 
and CO in R and {zE> is bounded in W’%‘(S’, R2n) for then we can easily 
pass to a limit to find a solution of (2.4) on H- ‘( 1). But the E independent 
bounds for c, of Remark 2.29 and Lemma 3.35 of [3] yield the necessary 
bounds for (A,}, {z,). 
Remark 2.30. Gluck and Ziller [9] have proved there are brake orbits 
for (HS) under more general conditions on I/ than (V, ). (See also 
Hayashi [lo] and Benci [ 1 l] for a special case.) We suspect that 
Theorem 1.3 holds in their generality with respect to I’. The difficulty in 
proving such a result via the approach given here is to find bounds for the 
periods of approximate solutions. 
Remark 2.31. The existence of a special kind of brake orbit which 
passes through the origin as well as multiplicity results for (HS) for a sub- 
class of Hamiltonians of the type considered here was proved by van 
Groesen [ 121. 
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